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Plant and Human Health, Volume 3: Pharmacology and Therapeutic UsesSpringer, 2019

	
		Early anthropological evidence for plant use as medicine is 60,000 years old as reported from the Neanderthal grave in Iraq. The importance of plants as medicine is further supported by archeological evidence from Asia and the Middle East. Today, around 1.4 billion people in South Asia alone have no access to modern health care, and...
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Longitudinal Observation of Pediatric Dermatology PatientsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book is an unique but practical case-driven guide to a variety of pediatric dermatology diseases observed over long periods. It features a broad range of cases covering initial presentation during infancy and the subsequent developments of through childhood, adolescence and adulthood. Disease cases include papulosquamous...
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Rightwing Populism: An Element of Neodemocracy (SpringerBriefs on Pioneers in Science and Practice (40))Springer, 2018

	This book, written by a prominent German political scientist and specialist for political theory and comparative government, analyses right-wing populism as a topical theme of postmodern party systems in Europe and the United States. 


	This contribution to the topical debate on right-wing populism seeks to analyse important...
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Anisotropic Metal Chalcogenide Nanomaterials: Synthesis, Assembly, and Applications (SpringerBriefs in Materials)Springer, 2019

	
		This book explores the recent advances in designing and synthesizing one- and two-dimensional metal chalcogenide nanostructures, along with their practical applications, helping readers understand what has happened, and what is currently happening in the field of nanotechnology. It also includes a comprehensive table showing...
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Sensory Linguistics: Language, perception and metaphor (Converging Evidence in Language and Communication Research)John Benjamins Publishing, 2019

	One of the most fundamental capacities of language is the ability to express what speakers see, hear, feel, taste, and smell. Sensory Linguistics is the interdisciplinary study of how language relates to the senses. This book deals with such foundational questions as: Which semiotic strategies do speakers use to express sensory...
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Law and Division of Power in the Crimean Khanate (1532-1774) (Ottoman Empire and Its Heritage) (English and Ottoman Turkish Edition)Brill Academic Publishers, 2018

	The Crimean Khanate was often treated as a semi-nomadic, watered-down version of the Golden Horde, or yet another vassal state of the Ottoman Empire. This book revises these views by exploring the Khanate's political and legal systems, which combined well organized and well developed institutions, which were rooted in different traditions...
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Fundamentals of Mobile Heavy Equipment: AED Foundation Technical Standards (Cdx Learning Systems)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2017

	Fundamentals of Mobile Heavy Equipment provides students with a thorough introduction to the diagnosis, repair, and maintenance of off-road mobile heavy equipment. With comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the latest technology in the field, it addresses the equipment used in construction, agricultural, forestry, and mining industries. The...
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Italian Renaissance Utopias: Doni, Patrizi, and Zuccolo (Palgrave Studies in Utopianism)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book provides the first English study (comprehensive of introductory essays, translations, and notes) of five prominent Italian Renaissance utopias: Doni’s Wise and Crazy World, Patrizi’s The Happy City, and Zuccolo’s The Republic of Utopia, The Republic...
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Ocean Circulation in Three DimensionsCambridge University Press, 2019

	Notable advances of the last quarter-century have deepened our appreciation of the three-dimensional nature of the ocean's large-scale circulation. This circulation has important implications for ocean chemistry and biology, atmospheric science, and climate. Ocean Circulation in Three Dimensions surveys both observations and theories of the...
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Urban Climate Change Adaptation in Developing Countries: Policies, Projects, and ScenariosSpringer, 2019

	
		This book describes the risks, impacts, measures, actions and adaptation policies that have developed globally as a result of the severe impacts of global climate change. In-depth chapters focus on climate change assessment (CCA) in terms of vulnerabilities and reflection on the built environment and measures and actions for...
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Edith and Florence Stoney, Sisters in Radiology (Springer Biographies)Springer, 2019

	This book explores the lives and achievements of two Irish sisters, Edith and Florence Stoney, who pioneered the use of new electromedical technologies, especially X-rays but also ultraviolet radiation and diathermy. In addition, the narrative follows several intertwined themes as experienced by the sisters during their lifetimes. Their...
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Target Volume Delineation for Pediatric Cancers (Practical Guides in Radiation Oncology)Springer, 2019

	
		This handbook is designed to provide the radiation oncologist with clear practical guidance in the delineation of tumor volumes and/or radiation fields for a wide variety of pediatric cancers, including the most frequently encountered malignancies of childhood. This is a guide to designing treatment fields and volumes that may...
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